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THE PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF THE EXPLANATORY 

NOTES 

 
The explanatory notes constitute the interpretation of the Foundation for Environmental 
Education (FEE) of the Blue Flag marina criteria. In other words, the explanatory notes make up 
the common Blue Flag understanding of the marina criteria.  
 
These explanatory notes serve as guide for not only potential Blue Flag applicants about 
compliance with the marina criteria but also for the National and International Blue Flag Juries 
evaluating a Blue Flag marina candidate according to the expectations of FEE. In addition, the 
explanatory notes constitute a useful tool for communicating to all other interested parties what 
compliance with the Blue Flag marina criteria means in practice. 
 
If a Blue Flag awarded marina does not comply with the requirements as stated in the Blue Flag 
marina criteria and explanatory notes, the marina cannot fly the Blue Flag. 
 
Some criteria are imperative (i) whereas others are guideline (g). All imperative requirements 
have to be fulfilled, and in addition a maximum number of guideline criteria.  
 
The Blue Flag marina criteria in this document must be understood as minimum criteria. The 
national campaign can choose to have stricter demands than these criteria. 
 
FEE reserves the right to refuse the award of or withdraw the Blue Flag where the marina 
manager or local authorities are responsible for current violations of environmental regulations 
or for not acting in accordance with the objectives and spirit of the Blue Flag Campaign. 
 

DEFINITION OF A BLUE FLAG MARINA 

A Blue Flag marina must be a marina with pontoons or piers for pleasure boats. It can be part of 
a larger harbour with other activities, if the Blue Flag marina is clearly separated from harbour 
activities. The marina can be located in marine or inland waters. The marina must have the 
necessary facilities to comply with the Blue Flag criteria. A responsible person in the marina 
must be appointed to deal with the relations to the Blue Flag Campaign. The marina must be 
accessible for unannounced inspection by FEE.  
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND INFORMATION 

1. Environmental information about natural sensitive nearby land and 

marine areas is available to marina users (i) 

The aim of this criterion is to ensure that the marina users are not only well informed about the 
sensitivities of the surrounding land and aquatic environment, but that they are also motivated to 
experience that environment. 
 
The nearby natural sensitive land areas are defined as areas in walking distance from the 
marina (a few kilometres). The nearby natural sensitive marine areas are defined as coastal or 
inland areas easily reached by boat (within the distance frequently sailed by the users of the 
marina). 
 
Some sites may prove environmentally very sensitive and require particular management 
techniques in which case evidence must be provided that recognised local conservation 
organisations have been approached for advice and problems have been addressed.  
 
In exceptional cases, it may be that the fragility of certain natural environments precludes them 
from being addressed in the information at the marina, due to the fact that such information 
would endanger wildlife or habitats because of greater number of visitors. 
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The information should be publicly displayed on an information board at the marina. The 
information should include both the information about the natural sensitive area and, in cases 
where it is possible to visit the natural sensitive area, a code of conduct on proper behaviour 
when visiting the area should be included. There must be details about sensitive marine areas 
to avoid when sailing or mooring. 
 
It is particularly important for applicants with marinas located in natural settings to pay close 
attention to this criterion. 
 
Other general environmental information about the surrounding environment could also be 
appropriate and could demonstrate the environmental commitment of the marina. 
 
2. Code of environmental conduct is displayed in the marina (i) 

A code of environmental conduct should cover the following issues: 
 

�� �� Use of the reception facilities for hazardous waste / oil waste etc. 
�� �� Use of the garbage containers / litter bins / waste recycling reception facilities  
�� �� Respect for vulnerable protected natural areas and avoidance of sensitive protected 

areas where sailing is prohibited  
�� �� Use of the boat repairing and washing areas according to the prescriptions  
�� �� Prohibition of emptying litterbins, toilet tank waste, etc. into the marina, sea or along the 

coast 
 
The code of conduct must be posted on the information board. The code of conduct can be 
distributed to boatowners (leaflet form) when possible, and could also be available on the 
marina website.  
 
3. Information about the Blue Flag Marina Campaign and/or the Blue Flag 

Marina criteria is displayed in the marina (i) 

The essence of each of the four categories of Blue Flag criteria must be explained at the 
marina. It is however also strongly recommended that the entire list of criteria be displayed. 
Furthermore, the information should also include who runs the Blue Flag Campaign (FEE), the 
length of the Blue Flag season and on what basis a beach/marina can get the Blue Flag. 
 
The following information about the Blue Flag Campaign could be considered for display and 
also included in other local publication too: 
 
The Blue Flag Campaign: 
This marina has been awarded a Blue Flag. The Blue Flag is an environmental award, given to 
marinas making a special effort concerning good management with respect to the local 
environment and nature, and providing users with information on environmental issues. To 
attain the Blue Flag, the marina has to fulfil a number of criteria concerning environmental 
information and education, environmental management, safety and service facilities, and water 
quality. 
 
The Blue Flag is awarded by the Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE), a non-
governmental environmental organisation and is represented by national organisations in each 
of the participating 25 countries in Europe and South Africa. 
 
�� �� The Blue Flag is an environmental award for beaches and marinas 
�� �� The Blue Flag is concerned with four main areas:  
 1) Environmental education and information 
 2) Environmental management 
 3) Safety and service facilities 
 4) Water quality 
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�� �� The Blue Flag is only awarded for one season at a time and the award is only valid as long 
as the criteria are fulfilled. When this is not the case, the persons responsible at local level 
must remove the Blue Flag 

�� �� The national FEE organisation checks the Blue Flag sites during the season. 
 
You can help the Campaign by also taking actions to protect the environment: 
�� �� Follow instructions of the code of environmental conduct at the marina  
�� �� Use the most environmentally friendly products for paints, detergents, etc. 
�� �� Report any pollution or other violation of environmental regulations to the authorities 
�� �� Save water, electricity and fuel 
�� �� Encourage other sailors to take care of the environment too 
 
Local and national responsible for Blue Flag: 
Name and address of the national Blue Flag operator and the local responsible person must be 
displayed. 
Text to accompany the names and addresses could be the following: “These are the names and 
addresses of those responsible for Blue Flag locally and nationally. You can assist the 
Campaign by telling either the local or national responsible body how well you think this place 
meets Blue Flag criteria. In this way you can help ensure that the Blue Flag standard continues 
to be maintained.” 
 
It is recommended that the address of the International Blue Flag Co-ordination also be added. 
 
The information about the Blue Flag Campaign must be displayed on the information board. 
 
4. The marina is responsible for at least three environmental education 

activities on offer to the users and staff of the marina (i)  

There must be at least three different activities on offer. These activities can take different 
forms: a) brochures/posters, b) events, c) environmental education projects, and d) Blue Flag 
centres.  
 
Ideas for environmental education activities:  
Brochures/posters: Visible and appealing leaflets/brochures/posters about the code of conduct, 
marina species and their protection, nearby sites of natural, historical and cultural interest, etc., 
creation of a marina webpage with information about Blue Flag and environmental aspects of 
the marina area, etc. 
 
Events: arrangement of Blue Flag days (with different target groups), guided walking tours (e.g. 
with information about marine species), guided boat tours, meeting with local nature 
interpretation guide, photographic competitions, drawing competitions, exhibitions, collection of 
litter (co-operation with schools or sport clubs), environmental theme day, pollution experiments 
(laboratory setting, oil in water, effects, etc.) for adults/children, educational games about the 
surrounding nature and code of conduct, theatre plays about adequate and inadequate 
environmental behaviour, etc. 
 
Environmental education projects: environmental training of marina personnel in, for example, 
issues such as the code of conduct of the marina, the natural environment and sustainable 
behaviour, film and slide sessions about marine and coastal environments, possibility for 
microscope observations, etc. 
 
Blue Flag Centre: a specific place at the marina or in the municipality with special detailed 
information about the Blue Flag Campaign and many different environmental education 
activities.  
 
The activities above will have different target groups: club members, marina guests, children, 
local public, marina staff, etc. The emphasis should be placed on the groups who use the 
marina most frequently. 
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The marina should preferably display information about the activities (title of activity, content, 
planned date) at an easily accessible site, e.g. the information board. 
 
5. The individual Blue Flag for boat owners is offered through the marina 

(i) 

The individual Blue Flag is a small Blue Flag offered (given or purchased) to boat owners who 
commit themselves to an environmental code of conduct while this Flag.  
 
Both national and foreign boat owners are eligible for the individual Blue Flag. 
 
The exact content of the environmental code of conduct varies from country to country, but they 
all at least contain the following: 
�� �� I will not throw garbage into the sea or along the coast 
�� �� I will not release toilet water in the sea, in coastal waters and sensitive areas 
�� �� I will not release poisonous or toxic waste (oil, paint, used batteries, cleaning agents, etc.) 

into the sea. I will deliver these types of waste to the containers in the marina. 
�� �� I will promote and use recycling facilities (glass, paper, etc.) 
�� �� I will use the most environmentally friendly products among paints, anti-foulings, paint 

remover, detergents, etc.  
�� �� I will report pollution or other violation of environmental regulations to the authorities 

immediately 
�� �� I will not use forbidden fishing practice and I will respect periods when fishing is prohibited 
�� �� I will protect animals and plants in the sea, which includes not disturbing breeding birds 
�� �� I will respect vulnerable and nature protected areas 
�� �� I will avoid damage of the sea bottom, e.g. being careful when anchoring 
�� �� I will avoid disturbing fishery or fishery gear 
�� �� I will not buy or use objects made from protected species or from archaeological underwater 

findings 
�� �� I will encourage other sailors also to take care of the environment also 
 
The code of conduct will ask for the name, signature and address of the boat owner. The code 
of conduct will state the name and address of the national office or the International Co-
ordination.  
 
All boat owners flying with the Blue Flag will have their name and addresses registered at the 
national office or the International Co-ordination, and will be kept informed about the Campaign. 
 
The marina should offer the national version of the environmental code of conduct at the marina 
office, clubhouse or shop. If there is no national version of the environmental code of conduct 
available, the international version should be presented.   
 
The marina can either offer the environmental code of conduct (to be signed) and the flag 
simultaneously to the boat owner, or the marina could provide the environmental code of 
conduct for the boat owner to sign and send to the national operator / International Co-
ordination who will then send the flag. 
 
If it is impossible to offer the individual Blue Flag or environmental code of conduct through the 
marina, the National Jury can in exceptional cases give the marina the possibility of providing 
information about the environmental code of conduct at the information board with information 
about how to obtain the individual Blue Flag through the national operator / International Co-
ordination. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
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6. Production of an environmental policy and plan at the marina. The plan 

should include references to water, waste and energy consumption, 

health and safety issues, and the use of environmentally sound products 

when available (i) 

This criterion encourages the marina to investigate the environmental loads entering the 
marina, to plan and perform the improvements of the environmental conditions at the marina, 
and finally to document these improvements. The criterion therefore not only aims to encourage 
marinas an overview to the environmental situation – but also to ensure focus on the action to 
be taken. Planning and improving the environmental conditions at the marina can be a very 
useful tool for the marina can both improve the environment, and may have a positive effect on 
the economy of the marina too.  
 
The marinas participating in the Blue Flag Campaign are very different in size and capacity. The 
compliance with this criterion can therefore take place in two ways: either a) through the 
planning and performing as requested in an “environmental logbook” system, or b) through 
performing a proper environmental management system. 
 
a) “ Environmental logbook”  system 
 
In the “environmental logbook” system, the environmental goals for a Blue Flag marina are 
listed. The marina can choose the most relevant and important goals for the marina, but does 
not need to restrict itself to these. It is recommended that these goals are discussed with the 
national operator. A marina cannot choose a goal that have already been chosen and/or that 
the marina already fulfills – unless it is possible to demonstrate that improvements can still be 
made. At least two goals have to be fulfilled every year. The marina can choose related goals 
and work with a particular theme such as water, energy, waste, etc. 
 
In the application form for the coming season the marina should provide information about the 
goals that the marina intends to fulfill. In the same application form, the marina should also 
report on goals achieved in the previous season (by sending a status copy of the environmental 
logbook). The marina can change a goal during the season, but there should be a good reason 
for this and it needs to be noted in the environmental logbook it. The marina should be advised 
to contact the national operator before changing a goal. In exceptional cases, if the marina has 
not fulfilled a goal and they can give a very good explanation of the reason for not having 
fulfilled the goal, the National Jury might choose to give a dispensation. There is no stipulation 
that the marina has to fulfill the goal during the Blue Flag season; often it is preferable to carry 
out improvements ahead of the season. 
 
Here are some suggestions from FEE for relevant goals: 
 
GOAL 
 

DESCRIPTION FURTHER INFORMATION 

1 Electricity 
1a Change bulbs  Energy-saving bulbs 
1b Light controlling Automatic light switch off 
1c Change old equipment and 

installations 
Refrigerator, freezer, washing machine, 
etc. 

1d Sunlight collector Heating the water 
1e Limit on electricity on the jetty to 4 

ampere 
Visitors cannot then use el-heaters 

1f General investigation of the electric 
insulation at the marina 

 

   
2 Water 
2a Water saving showers  
2b Water saving taps  
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2c Change toilets, shower, taps, etc Toilets with less flush water and/or 
toilets with two types of flush (3 / 6 litres) 

2d Inspection of the installation Waste pipe, water pipe, etc. 
2e Push bottons on taps and showers  
2f Information about water saving  
2g Install an environmental facility for 

receiving toilet waste 
 

   
3 Buy and use of environmentally sound products 
3a Buy environmentally sound paint  
3b Buy environmentally sound soap for 

cleaning and washing 
 

   
4 Information 
4a Courses for sailing club about 

environmental protection 
Courses on antifouling, waste, Blue Flag 
and good environmental practice, etc. 

4b Developing the information boards More information about the Blue Flag 
criteria 

4c Start an environmental theme 
involving the local population and 
press 

 

4d Theme exhibitions at/near the marina  
   
5 Waste 
5a Production of “recycling bags” for 

short trips 
 

5b Litter management and disposal Separation of organic waste (for 
compost) and inorganic/toxic waste. 
Establish additional fractions for sorting 
household waste 

5c Establish compost bins  
   
6 Health and safety 
6a Courses on lifesaving at sea  
   
7 Other goals 
7a Co-operation with ecologist groups or 

universities on the code of conduct for 
excursions to natural areas 

 

7b Co-operation and synergies with other 
campaigns of FEE 

 

   
8 Goals suggested from the marina 
   

 
The environmental logbook looks like this: 
 
Environmental logbook of a Blue Flag Marina 
Name of Marina: Park Marina 
Name of responsible person: Brian Jones 
Year: 2004 
  
Activity Date Goal  

 
Description Persons 

involved 
Documentation 

Goal  15-01-04 1a Changing to energy 
saving bulbs everywhere 
in the marina. 

Brian Jones 
Peter Smith 

 

Goal  15-01-04 2a Change to water saving Brian Jones  
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showers. Peter Smith 
 

Action 15-05-04 1a The bulbs in the office, 
toilet and in the club 
were changed. The bulbs 
outside will be changed 
during the season. 

Brian Jones Copy of bills and 
photos. 

Action 30-05-04 2a The showers were 
changed and at the same 
time we changed to 
water saving taps (2b). 

Brian Jones Copy of bills and 
photos. 

Action 25-06-04 1a The bulbs outside were 
changed. 

Brian Jones Copy of bills and 
photos. 
 

Other 
initiatives 

28-08-04  A theme day about 
garbage for the sailors. 
 

Peter Smith  

      
Goals 
obtained 

01-12-04 1a 
2a 

Obtained 
Obtained 
 

  

      
Further remarks 
 
We expect to see savings on the water consumption in 2004. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Environmental management system 
 
If a marina chooses to ensure the compliance through an environmental management system, it 
can either be certified through the official systems (ISO 14001 or EMAS certification system), or 
the marina can choose a parallel environmental management system as described here. It is 
always possible and advisable to contact the national operator for more information about 
environmental mangement systems. 
 
The environmental management system is a process that can be repeated. The circle looks as 
follows: 
 
 Environmental 

Policy  
 
 

 
 

Evaluation 

 
 

Mapping  
Objectives 

& 
Goals 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Internal 
revision 
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Management 

plan 
 
 

Implementation 



 
 
 
 
The Environmental Policy deals with how the marina can reduce the environmental loads from 
its activities and should be a good example of how to inspire the users and other stakeholders 
to make an active effort in protecting the environment. The marina must itself prioritise the work 
and goals in correspondence with activities and wishes. There are however some 
recommended areas (water, waste and energy consumption, health and safety issues, and the 
use of environmentally sound products). 
 
Mapping is an important starting point for the further planning and evaluation of the 
environmental work. The actual environmental load of the marina must be known. It can be an 
advantage to distinguish between the environmental loads from the marina and from the boats 
(including guest boats entering the marina).  
 
In the evaluation of the environmental loads it is important to be systematic and transparent in 
order to be able to recognise the work from previous years easily. The number of environmental 
factors at the marina is limited and most users can point out the most important factors. The 
following steps can be used in the overview mapping process: 
�� �� Develop an overview of the marina and its immediate surroundings, and imagine an 

invisible border around the marina 
�� �� Try to determine the environmental loads entering the border in the form of energy, water, 

materials, waste, etc. 
�� �� Make a physical examination of the marina where all observed environmental conditions 

are noted (which environmental loads are present? where can the influences be observed? 
what is the reason for the influences?) 

 
With a well-documented overview of the environmental conditions at the marina, it is now time 
to deal with individual conditions. It is important to identify the most important environmental 
loads of the marina and determine a reasonable level of detail. It can be a good idea to use pre-
defined schemes in the evaluation of the marina to ensure that all relevant issues are included, 
to be systematic and to see the changes/improvements over the years. It can be useful to have 
two different schemes, one for the marina (basic running of the marina) and one for the users 
(sailors).  
 
When the management plan is produced for the first time, the most important environmental 
improvements in the past couple of years should be included (energy saving or water saving 
arrangements, etc.). The information about these improvements can give an indication about 
where the possibilities for new areas of improvements can be found.  
 
Objectives and goals: When information about the environmental loads has been ascetained, it 
is time to consider the handling of the loads and to determine objectives for each of the 
environmental conditions. In order words, decisions need to be taken about whether to change 
the observed conditions. This should be followed by decisions regarding the objective, goals for 
the acceptable discharge, waste handling, energy consumption, etc. When deciding on 
objectives and goals it is important to take into account the overall environmental policy of the 
marina. 
 
The management plan: With the environmental policy and the objectives in place, it is time to 
decide on the areas with priorities for the coming year. Efforts must be prioritised, because it is 
often not possible to start on all areas at the same time. During this process, the importance as 
well as the level of danger involved and size of the environmental loads must be taken into 
consideration. In prioritising, the following issues must be considered:  
�� �� Effect (What is the effect to be expected from the effort?) 
�� �� Economy (What does it cost? Which savings can be expected? Are there external ways of 

financing the implementation?) 
�� �� Environmental awareness (What effects do the efforts have?) 
�� �� Occupational health (Are there advantages for the occupational health?) 
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It is important to consider expected effects and visibility, as it is important to ensure a visible 
effect within a short time frame.  
 
Having decided what to do, it is now time to decide how to do it (specification) within a certain 
timeframe. It can be helpful to draw up a formal scheme of work. 
 
The implementation of the management plan can neccessitate a change in behaviour of the 
users of the marina, a change in the code of conduct and production of new instructions. It is 
important to inform everybody about the management plan and required changes in behaviour. 
 
The revision/audit is a means of checking whether the management plans have been fulfilled. 
An internal revision/audit should therefore involve: 
�� �� Check that objectives are achieved  
�� �� Check whether the expected effects are obtained 
�� �� Investigate the reason and extent of any discrepancies 
�


